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Millican Vetoes Alcohol In o·orms

•

Despite his assuring Student
Government President Lee
Constantine on April 15 that he
was still considering what action
to take regarding a Student
Senate bill concerning alcoholic
beverages in resident halls,
President Charles Millican, in a
letter dated April 12, sustained
the veto of the bill.

Millican said "After much
thought and careful deliberation,
I have concluded that the bill
should not be approved."
As reported in the April 5 issue
of the FuTUre the bill had been
vetoed · by Vice President for
Student · Affairs Rex Brown on
March 25. The Senate overrode
Brown's veto on March 28 and
sent tqe bill to Millican for final
consideration.

.
..•.,
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In the letter to Constantine,

"Either he misctated his memo
or be told me an untruth," said
Constantine regarding the
apparent conflict between the
date on the memo and his
conversation with Millican on
April 15.
"He told me he had not made
his decision · yet," Constantine
continued. Constantine did not rec.eive

the letter until April 22.
Millican' s justification for
sustaining the veto was "I fail to
find sufficient, logical and
relevant reasons to combine the
use of alcohol . with academic
pursuits. On the other hand, there
is good reason to maintain an
·environment of learning separate
and apart from recreational and
social areas which is thus far
suc·cessfully maintained.

~ Live in the Present

,

Therefore, I sustain the veto
action."
·
Constantine said, "They think
they are being successful in
keeping alcohol out of the dorms.
They are just closing their eyes to
the situation."
Constantine added that he felt
by vetoing the bill students were
being deprived of a valuable
educational experience.

We Live in the Pntsent
By the Post, but
for the . ..

By

•
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Method Proposed
To .lower Tuition
By Torrey Stewart

Education subcommittee's
consideration of a plan which
would decrease tuition costs
after the student reached
full-time status (15 credit hours
for undergraduates, 12 for
graduates) would reduce funds
generated from tuition and
therefore mean more money for
state u Diversities from the
legislature.
More students would take
heavier academic loads if the

A plan to lower the
recently-established
per-credit-hour tuition for those
students taking large class loads
most likely result in. larger
appropriations from the
legislature and an increase in the
heavy academic loads, FTU
officials indicated early this
week.
Assistant Vice President for
Student Affairs C. W. Brown
said he thinks the House

(Continued on Page 9)

RESIDENT FOOD SERVICE SURVEY
Students favoring:
10-Meal Plan
15-Meal Plan
21-Meal Plan
Undecided
$-Satisfied

Number of Students
143
62.2%
44
19.1
39
17
4
1.7

**********
. No-No Opinion

U-Unsatisfied

Choice of main dishes:

s
u
N

56
164
10

24.4%
71.3
4.3 _-

130
88
. 12

56.5

180

78.3

Choice of vegetables:

s
u

N

38.3
5.2

Shoice of salads:

s
u

44

t9.t

6

2.6

145

63.0

67

29.1

18

7.9

General quality of the food:
40
s
163
u
22
N

17.4
73.0
9.6

N
Choice of desserts:

s

u
N

Temperature of the food:

s
u

52
166
12

22.6
72.2
5.2

54
147
29

23.5
63.9
12.6

Cleanliness of the silverware:
47
s
170
13

20.4
73.9

N

Preparation of the food:

s

u
N

u

5.7

~
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"'f.he Congress can impeach Nixon, but only you can IDipeach Congress or anyone
in it.,, ····-consumeT advocate Ralph·Nader. See story page 9. (Photos by Alan Crouse)
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Potts,DavisWin TopSpots
By Glenn Padgett
In the smallest turnout ever for a Student
Government Presidential election at FTU Hunter
Potts and Jim Davis were elected president and vice
president respectively. A student opinion
referendum was held concurrently with the SG
elections.
Potts received 463 of the 829 votes cast in the
presidential race while Davis polled 434 of the 776
ballots cast in the vice presidents race.

The referendum concerning bicycles, bike paths
and tax deductions for college tuition received the
following results: 416 students indicated that they
presently owned bicycles while 423 did not. If bike
paths were made available 337 students indicated
they would ride a bi~e to FTU while 166 said tt~ey
would not. 302 students indicated that the situation
was not applicable. 713 students favored a tax
deduction ·for college tuition while 23 said they did
not, 61 students had no opinion. 701 students said
they would benefit from such a tax deduction and

164 indicated that it would not alter their situation.
After the election, Potts said, "I'm glad it's over
with ... now the real work begins." He indicated he
would be busy forming his cabinet and working on
the Activity and Service fee budget.
"The turnout was really poor," he added. He
said he felt two reasons were because there was not
as much campaigning as in the past and that .no
really strong issues were contested.
Potts continued "The "national political situation
has helped create · ·apathy toward any level of
politics."
Potts ~id that he felt he and Davis would work
well together in the coming year.
Potts was instrumental in placing the bicycle and
bike path questions on the referendum. He said the
"results are failly favorable".
Potts said the results would be turned over to
Scott Henderson of the Orange County Planning
Department for use in a report Henderson is
preparing. Potts added that FTU is "one of the top
ten priority areas for bike paths."
(Continued on Page 2)

Lack Of ·D-ietician Noted

Food Service· Criticized
·By .Advisory Committee
By Glenn Padgett

Students criticized Morrison's food service last
week when it was learned that no dietician was
employed on the FTU campus. Morrison's
contract with the university provides that a
dietician will be employed to insure proper meal
planning.
This and other shortcomings of the FTU food
service were discussed at the April 16 meeting of
the Food Service Advisory Committee. The
committee, composed of students, staff and
cafeteria personnel, was formed last year to deal
with student complaints about the quality of
FTU's food service.
John Williams, the director of Administrative Services, is the nominal leader of the committee
but the Thursday meeting was controlled by

The meeting opened with Esposito asking Bill
Boone, an employe of Morrison's and the manager
of FTU's food services, about the clause
concerning a dietician in the contract.
Boone said that there was no dietician on the
staff here but that the contract only called for a
dietician, not a registered dietician. He added that
there are no ·requirements to be met in order for a
person to call himself a dietician, but that there
were requirements in order to be a registered
dietician.
After Boone's negative response Williams said
that he would investigate and determine if it
would be necessary for a registered dietician to be
employed.
Esposito next inquired about the section in the
contract concerning health requirem~nts for
employees. The contract says the food service

l___.J!?:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L___:s~t~u~de~n~t~m~em~b~e~r~S~ha~r~o~n~E~s~p~o~si~to~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~_j(~C£on~tinuedonPage~
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Voter Turnout Lowest Ever
(Continu ed from Page 1)

fact that the candidates did not get out and meet the
students.

improvement are student involvement and the
current lack of information about SG activities. SG
president Lee Constantine said, "It was the lowest
turnout we have ever had for a Presidential
Election." He blamed the poor turnout on student
complacency, lack of a strong central issue, and the

Davis after the election said, "I'm glad it turned
out the way it did, b11t sorry that more people did
not vote." He added that he hopes to work closely
_with Potts in the coming year.
Davis said the main areas he feels need

He conclude by saying that the students must
have been fairly happy with the way SG was being
run.

Food Service Criticized By Committee
th~

(Continued from Page 1)

employes must comply with state regulations. She
then stated that she knew of some employes who
have had no physical examination and did not
have health cards.
_
Boone responded that the state regulations no
longer required health cards for food service
personnel. He added that the tests employed in the
past had been found ineffective.
Esposito then asked what proof an employee
had to furnish that he or she was in good health.
Boone told her that all employees had to sign a
statement that they were in good health when
they filled out the standard employment
application.
After discussing the contract the committee
turned it's attention to the report of the recent
inspection of the premises by the health
department.
Boone said that all deficiencies mentioned in
the report were being corrected. Proper storage of
meats and general untidiness of the area were the
main areas cited in t_h e report.
One member of the committee next asked
Boone about the ice receptacles presently being
used. He raised the point that if a student were to
unknowingly break or chip a glass in the ice no
one would know about it until a student drank the
glass in their ice.
Discussion of what could be done about the
-cockroach problem followed several members of

.. 1~ 4!_; ....~

FI oy d .. -~ . ch ti s·tla '11 ...
Florida Education
Commissioner, J<'loya linrlStlan,
was indicted last week by the
Leon County grand jury on 19
counts of bribery, conspiracy and
perjury. He is accused of taking a
bribe to approve a contract for
construction of mobile trailer
classrooms for the migratory
programs.
Deputy Education
Commissioner Shelley Boone and
millionaire mobile home
manufacturer E. . C. Allen have
been subpoenaed ~ by :assistant : :

.

:
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tfstlhi AUto·nlatic
On New Diplomas
Individual majors will now be
au to matically placed on
diplomas, rather than only upon
request, and the new policy will
probably become effective with
June 1974 graduates, FTU
student Tom Heckel said Vice
President for Academic Affairs C.
B. Gambrell, Jr., told him
recently .
Und er previous policy,
graduating students' majors were
placed on t heir diplomas if they
left u nchecked an appropriate
box appearing on the application
for graduation.
Under the new policy,
diplomas of students earning
double majors within the same
college will list both majors, and
students obtaining degrees in
different colleges must choose
one of the two to appear, Heckel
said Gambrell told him.
"On behalf of myself and the
students who signed the
petition," Heckel said, "I'd like
to express my appreciation to
President Millican, Dr. Gambrell ,
and all the administrators who
_wer.e, j µ~Qlv~d in m~g.·.;)~i.>;:.

_._ MAf>6, ,_ ~-~· !IBr~'Ulri'.(x~.f°d'.;"th'e ··_._ -,:>·,

state attorneys

make sure the food is what the customers desire
and that it is prepared and served properly.

committee related their encounters with the
little animals.
Williams pointed out that university was
responsible for providing an extermination service.
When asked how often the exterminators came,
Boone replied they came every two weeks.
Several members of the committee expressed
their opinion on this subject with the prevalent
attitude being that this was not often enough.
Boone pointed out that even if the
exterminators came more often there would still
be roaches because "they live in cardboard boxes,"
and came in with the supplies.
..
Next, Esposito presented the committee with
the results of the food service survey taken in the
dorms April 13-15 by student members of the
committee.
1
The committee covered each item on the survey
individually and asked Boone and Williams for
comments and suggestions. Committee members
also made suggestions concerning possible
improvements in the various areas.
The last category, cleanliness of the silverware,
got the most attention. Boone said that he was
having problems with regulating temperature of
the water used in the dishwasher. Williams said
that this was the responsibility of the Physical
Plant and that a solution would be sought.
At the conclusion of the meeting Williams said
that he felt the key points were: the cleanliness of
the are.a, personnel and silver, the need for a
dieticia_n to properly plan the menus, the need to

conductin~

;1-:..-.t·) .· ~c;
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....... '•

l

Esposito said that it sounds like "a whole
renovation of food services altogether."
Williams replied, "We may have to." He then set
up an appointment with some members of the
committee for the coming week at which time "we
would attempt to give them some answers."
After the meeting, Esposito said "this is just the
beginning," when asked if she felt the committee
had accomplished its purpose.
She added that the committee meets every two
weeks on Thursday at 3 p.m. in the Reserved
Dining Room of the cafeteria and welcomes input
from food service users.

College Court
Apartments
Now Leasing

::r.:, ....... -.

NO LEA·SE- ' ·-~ ~~~
$145 6 months lease
$140 - 12!months lease
Brand new, spacious 1 bedroom apts·.

~---.-;~$15ff '~P~er"J nrbn1h

.,, n di Cf t:HI'" '
the

inv~tigation.

Boone was ordered to present
all education files pertaining to
the state's migrant program from
1969to1972.
Allen was ordered to present
all documents relating to the sale
of a 1971 American mobile
home.
Christian has taken a leave of
absence from his post without
pay and has turned his duties ov:er
to Boone.· Leaders of the Florida ·
Hou~ - ·.seem · determined .:to- ..
impeach ·Christian, according to
the Associated Pre~.
Impeachment which requires a
two-thirds vote of the House

•

\ .tO')~"-..

'./:-·

would have · the effect of
suspendin[ Christia·n without
pay.
_ The next step in the proce~ is
for the Senate to try Christian.
The Senate apparently won't act
until the courts try him. The
regular session of legislature will
be over shortly after the House
acts.
Lawmakers will be in no m~~il
to undexgo an ~nipea{!.l:iment. foal,."-.
at :·r:.-~P,~·~.-. -'i-~ ~i9~'.'. ..1.f~fini!·
re-eJ~fJ~on, . ~ ~aµipaigps. .tJnl~s~ , ·
Chl.isti~r;i -is .· exonerated by· the
courts before his term ends in
January, 1974 he will probably
never again occupy his Capitol
office.
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:='_:;Just- Y2·.·m'i1e :south of FTU on Alfaya Trail
•

CALL 273 - 5610

ATTENTION: F.T.U. STUDENTS
•

•

ALL MAKES and MOOEtS ! !
Ca ll
Do n Froust
•

H IGHWAY 436

·----~-------~~-------------~----.....L-'
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Ceiling On Enrollment
Proposed For SUS

I

15,ooo
10000
./

By John Becker

15",ooo
10,,000

•

S,ooo

UNIVfRslTlf5

1973 Law Protects Tenants

A bill approved recently by a House Education sub-committee
could eventually put a ceiling on enrollment at FTU.
The bill, sponsored by Terrell Sessums (D-Tampa), would
restrict the number of full time equivalent (FTE) students at FTU
to 25,000. Current FTU enrollment is approximately 6,800
FTE's.
The University of Florida would be limited to 28,000 FTE's.
Florida State University, like FTU, would be limited to 25,000
FTE's, and other, smaller universities would be limited to 15 000
FTE's each.
'
Sessums said the bill was designed to encourage students to
attend the newer state institutions which have a small enrollment.
State University Systems Chancellor Robert Mautz said, "It's
cheaper to try to send students to school that can accommodate
growth instead of building at those which are nearing their
capacities."
FTU Vice President for Student Affairs Rex Brown said "I'm
inclined to think that this would be a good practice b;cause
whenever you take some place like the University of Minnesota.,
and getting into the hundreds of thousands of students, you can't
take into consideration the individual."
"I would like to have a university sufficiently siz·ed that we
could give individual attention to students," Brown said.
Brown described the mutli-university system as a "vendmg·
machine" operation in which the student has little recognition.
Brown indicated, however, that he hasn'tseenthebillyetand
would be reluctant to pass judgment on its merits at this point.
Dr. C. W. Brown, assistant vice-president for Student Affairs,
also claimed having little specific information now on the bill, but
he said its communication and economic factors seemed to· be
worth looking into. "Of course, the larger the university, the
greater the communications problems, and that's not good,"
Brown said. "And theoretically, it does make some sense
economically at least," he added.
Of 15 FTU students interviewed on the question of limited
enrollments, most viewed the policy as good in that it could help
the students to feel as though they were more a part of the
university. Not "just a number" on a card in a file.
Two contrary views in this sample exposed important
questions on the bill's possible shortcoming~. They shouldn't set
up arbitrary rules that say that the first 25,000 come. There
should circumstances where everyone has a chance" said Jill
'·
Kupfer.
·
·
·
,
Charlotte Kurmer wants to go to the univ~rsity of her choice.
"I feel I want to go to the school I want. I'm paying the money
-···"' ~).to go an~A . .~hin~, I ~h9ul~_ hav~....~.<:l)~ce.,':.,_she said. ·,
-~
·
.

Statute Outlines Landlord Obligations
By John Thomson
Tallahassee Corre~pondent

•

•

rent altogether, all without being
evicted. If the matter goes to
court and the landlord has, in
fact, not lived up to hi·s
responsibilities, then the tenant
has an "absolute defense." In
other words, you win, at least 1·n
theory. The tenant may be
awarded a rent reduction
refund, or if , preferred, . ~ .
termination of the lease.

certified mail, of intentions to
leave.
The landlord can only enter a
home with the tenant's consent
in an emergency or if the tenant'
"unreasonably" refuses such as
'·
i11.an emergency.
This is an extreme
simplication of the law. A brief
pamphlet outling the law is
a v a i la b l e t h r o u g h t he
Department of Community
Affairs, Div. of Technical
Assistance, 2571 Executive
circle East, Tallahassee 32301.
A more detailed explanation,
produced by the Florida State
· u niversity· Public Interest
R esearch Group and Tenants'
Association, may be obtained by
writing the Tenant's Association,
R
oom 321, University Union,
FSU, Tallahassee, 32306.
Rep. Becker, who has held
seminars on the law on several
college campuses, said his
suggestion .is that students

U
p until
the passage
Flori·da
Resi·d
t· 1 Laofdl the
d
and Tenant A en
t 1a
f 1973 n thor
o
was li"ttle morec than
th·, ere
il ·
of Common L
t a m
t ve
t
aw o pro ec a
tenant from an unscrupulous
landlord. What few statutes
there were favored the landlord
'
Who Co uId cont rac t , th rough th e
Perhaps the most common
· t b t
lease, f or JUS a ou anything he
annoyance for students is
·t ·
d"
.
f
Saw f 1 , me1u mg
ot
deposits, where the most
· htsa thwaiver
t
What meager. rig
e enan
significant ·changes were made.
d
for merlY re·t ame
Under the Act, the landlord
th .
f
It was, m e words
mu.st notify the tenant, in
. ') o Rep.f
Alan Bec k er (D-M1am1 one o
writing, of how any advance
's h' f h aid
"fu dal
the law
rent, pet deposit, or security
,, er s,ba d e
. n h"c 1e
relat s 1p,
deposit is being held. If it is
" 10
· t
rtone · htase,, Bon
ancien prope y rig s.
ut
being held in an interest-bearing
the La n dl or d - T e nan t A c t
account, which is usually the
changed all this and, in 24 pages
case, the landlord must make
interest payments to the tenant.
of d~tailed law, codified the
ent·
tal 'tu t'
Fl 'd
ire · ren H s1 a ion. or1 a,
Though a landlord_ may now .-~
fo11 owmg awaii, was onl,y ~e
~M.oose to credit-. the -interest .second state to do tfiis. ..
""
payments to the security ·
f
h
Muc o the law, which is
deposit, a bill (HB 2681) by ~
also called the Landlord-Tenant
Rep. Ted Cohen (D-Miami
Cont!nl:'e~fY?,_PllKf!.8. . . (~·-.
"Bill of Rights," has been in
Beach) seeks to require either
direct payment or a credit to the
effect only since the first of this
year. It spells out the rights and
next month's rent.
responsibilities for both parties.
After terminating a rental
But, from the perspective of the
agreement, the landlord must
advantages to tenants, here,
return the deposit or notify the
briefly,
some of the Act's
tenant, in writing and by
by Torrey Stewart
· highlights.
certified mail, that a a claim is
A landlord must keep all
being made against the deposit.
FI'U professors assisted this
Hstructural components in good
This must be done within 15
week in a 'Board of Regents
repair, adhere to local building,
days or the landlord loses the
(BOR) sponsored conference
health, - and ,housing codes, He
.right, to withhold any deposit
designed to create a state-wide
. may not· contract. his :way. out of
money. If it goes to court, (the
common course numbering plan
any of this except, ·in. sonie
burden of. proof is on the
throughout th~ State University
cases, for a single house or
landlord) whoever wins can
System and coµununity colleges.
duplex. So the tenant should
claim attorney's fees and court :.:~
~rs .. , '_l'~mothy . O'K.eefe,
. check.
- costs: ·A bill r~~d last w~~ (HB v~ Thomas Morgan and Thomas
If the landlord fails to live up
3734) by Rep . . Walter Sackett _ Mulll'n'were' asieea to. atfortd the
to any of this, the tenant may
(D-Miami) would relieve the · conferen~e field' hi key . \Yest,, .
report it to the appropriate local
landlord of any responsibility
which be~an Monday and which'
agency, such as the Code
under this provision if a tenant
continues through tomorrow,
Enforcement or Consumer
breaking a lease did not give
according to Communication
Servic_e Bureau, or stop paying
seven days advance notice, by· Department Chairman Raymond

•

;-:.....

ft

C 0 m m 0 n C 0 u rs e N u m b e rs
s0 u g h t A t 5 ta.t e M e et
· •I n g

are

I

Assistant professor Richard
Ross said he believes that other
FT U fa cu l t y from the
mathematics and . history
d~.partment.s attended the
meeting. At press time this could .
not be confinned.,
The course numbering plan,
w~ich has evoked mixed
response, was designed to
alleviate problems in tr~nsferring
course between insti~tions of
higher learning; i since -similar
courses . may . be . ntimbered
differently and thus catty·
different weights berween
institutions.

did not want to be identified, said
he believes the plan bas been
approved by the BOR and the-,
Dep~entofEducation-

Complaints aired indicate
some feel that an institutionrs
unique programs may· be
"pigeon-holed'' simply to fit the
plan, according to Ross.
Criticism aimed at the .ne.w
plan by· University of South
Florida (USF) .officials indicated
fears that the plan would "lead t.o
a loss of university individualiey
andindep~ndence," · accordiµgto·
a recent article in the USF

ffAMu-On7;;;;;T~ae;;gr:g:t~761
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By Marcy Mura
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The U. S. Office of Civil Rights (OCR) said
Tuesday that Florida Agricultural and Mechanical
j@ University (F AMU), the predominantly black
~1 university in Tallahassee, must raise its buildings,

N
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This action came after the office rejected for
the second time a plan to desegregate Florida's
universities.
State University Syst em Chancellor Robert
Mautz told the Florida Board of Regents (BOR)
that th e U.S. Department of Health Education and
Welfare (HEW), the parent agency of the civil
rights division, requested a halt on construction on
the new college of nursing at Florida State
University.
"HEW ~onated $1.2 milli_on_ of the $2.5_million
total reqmred for the buildmg for which the
f
d~ t'10n. h ':15. alrea dy b een b uilt,,
"oun
, Ma_u t z sai"d.
OCR
s
pnorities
seem
to
be
that
h uld b b ilt · t
· · t"tufFlorida
N A&M
s o
e u m o a ma1or ms ~ ion: o other
programs should be started until the unpact on
F AMU was studied "
Mautz t Id th .BOR th t h told HEW h d"d
.
o.
e
a e
e I
not think this go~l was _good.
.
After oonfemng with HEW offic1~, though,

.
~
plans for Florida and seven other states by June 1·
21.
':!,
OCR director Peter Holmes said Florida A&M ~}
must be given some distinctive programs so it will I~~-·
not be competing· with other universities for the ~, .

Florida would not be starting nursing
In reference to the fact that HEW will allow nonew programs in the state university system until
its impact on F AMU is studied, Mautz said, " This
is disrup tive to our education process. There is
simply no way" t he state can support two major
universities in Tallahassee, with Florida State
University (FSU) being the other institution.
FSU President Stanley Marshall said HEW
officials told him it "would be unjust" for FSU to
have a new nursing school, "unless Florida A&M
had one, too."
Marshall further stated this duality in the state
. a " syst em pro bl em,, --no t JUS
. t an FSU
sYst em is
problem. "The instrusion of the OCR into the
affairs of FSU is astounding," he said.
State universities face possible loss of $7
million in federal grants unless a new plan setting
definite deadlines and calling for implementation
. .
.
of most changes w1thm the first two years is
approved.

at FAMU, nine are duplicated
at all other state universities and the other seven
are duplicated by some other university, he saidBOR Corporate Secretary Hendrix Chandler
said Monday that the BOR and the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) will probably face each other in a
lawsuit if differences in goals for desegregation
can't be reconciled.
Mautz, however, was surprised at Chandler's
predictions, and said, "I can't understand why he
would speculate like that. I don't know where he's
tt" h" · f
t· ,,
'
ge Chandler
mg JS m said
ormaheion.
was basing his predictions on
the assumption that there are "no models in the
whole country" for Florida to follow. "Differing
.
,, b tw
Fl ·da
d th NAACP also
views
e een
on
an
e
increase the possibility of a lawsuit, he said.
"It might be necessary for the court to be tbe
arbitrator for these differing views," Chandler said.
"I think it may be that the courts will need m

~!n~~~h

_ .

.·

would be withdrawn. As of the date of the BOR
meeting (April 8), he had not received it yet.
The OCR's second goal, according to Mautz, is
that duality (segregation) in the state university
system be stopped. Mautz assured the HEW that
the University of West Florida and the University
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NEXT · T .I ME MILLICAN VETOES TME BILL FOR

STUDENT GOVERNMENT REALLY "STUDENT"?
The effectiveness of Student Governments has come
under fire rec~ntly at several state universities across
Florida. The University of Florida and the University of
South Florida Student Governments. have been
ineffective and student discontent is being expressed.
Florida Tech is no exception! Discontent is not
always manifested vocally--disinterest along with a
feeling of helplessness conveys discontent. Student
Government leaders should wonder why the recent
elections had the lowest total turnout of voters in FTU's
history.
The FuTUre gave free space to each candidate
run.i:iing for office and asked them to supply their
biographies and platforms. Some candidates either did
not turn in any information or simply handed in their
printed handbills and complained later at our attempts
to salvage the information.
This lack of care about what information voters
receive before the election has in the past carried over
into the-operation of Student Government during these
candidates' administration. Undoubtedly, the lack of
concern over public awareness during this last campaign
will show up again when the new Student Government
·
leaders take office.
One of the more common campaign promises made
about this time last year by SG presidential candidates
was the pul;>lication of a newsletter containing
information about senate l;>ills up for consideration,
may not
issues at hand, etc. Although such a newsletter
1
be needed, some form of commun ication with the
people SG represents IS needed.
If Student Government. at FTU is to pull out of the
slump it has apparently placed itself in, an energetic
public relations campaign needs to be initiated by the
new leaders. This will probably mean putting in extra
hours and work to reach a commuter campus
population, but it seems the only alternative is to stand
by · and watch the further decline of one of the few
organizations that is supposed to represent students--and
that is not in the student body's best interest.

•1•••1•1•••
By Mike Hall
An aisle of opinion based on selectively perceived information
presented in a manner designed to persuade you to think like I
do.
·
"The Great Gatsby", "The Stine," "The Way We Were," "The
Summer of '42." Wedgies are back, skirts are longer, hair is
shorter and Bette Midler belts out songs that were hits when you
mother was your age. Everybody is cashing in on memories. But .
they are ' not mine and chances are they are not yours either.
Tho irony is, those of us between the ages of about 15 and 30
are creating a thriving market for past eras which we weren't even
around for. We are the ones running out and buying cuffed
baggies, straight legged jeans and thin belts. Hell, our parents and
grandparents who should more readily relate to such
memorabilia, are quite satisfied with their double knit flairs and
pantsuits. Why this resurgent interest by young people in ancient
history? A look back at where we have been may give us an
indication of where we are.
·Today's young adult is a product of the student revolt. You
remember the late '60's. Batman and Robin were on TV pollution
became a recognized threat. Some people still believed Vietnam
was a good and justifiable war. Blacks rioted in Watts and Detroit
and America became aware of its poor. Students revolted at
Columbia and Berkeley and America became aware of its young
people. Things were groovy or psychedelic or out-of-sight.
The '60's turned into the seventies and oil companies took ·
over the environmental crusade (at least in th-eir ads). Four
students were murdered at Kent State. And the number of Gfs
coming home from Vietnam started to overtake the number being
sent.
So here we are a few years later. The four Kent State students
are still dead (although the triggermen are finally being brought
to trial). The energy crisis has given industry a license to pollute.
The Vietnam was has been returned to its rightful owners. And
most of the campus activists are too old and cynical to play that
game anymore.
Aft ::!r the frustrations and disappointments of our adolescence
the present trend of almost maudlin nostalgia is refreshing albeit
frivolous. By reminiscing about times we are too young to
remember, we can relive the gaiety without the gloom. We can
have the 20's without the depression, the 30's without organized
crime and the 40's without rationing. We can get away to a time
before they had invented the problems that plague man in the
'70-s.
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BOOZE IN THE OORMS'- WE'LL GET DRUNK
IN YOUR ROOM.
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Prior Steak Planning Doub_ted By RHA President
Editqr:
Surprise, Surprise--steak was
finally served in the cafeteria this
week, precisely the same day the
distr .i ct manager and
vice-president of Morrison's
Corporation came to visit.
After speaking to John
Williams, where I was assured this
had been planned two weeks
previously, I still remained
sk~ptical.

As a representative of the
Dorm students, I attended the
last food service committee
meeting--no mention was made of
the special event and our
manager, Mr. William Boone,
certainly would have, considering
the fire he was undergoing at the
time.
However, I checked further,
first with Marvin Clegg of the
FuTUre and second with Mary
Ann Reiter, of the RHA

Newly Elect.ed SG
Editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to express my
sincere thanks to all those
people who helped me and
worked so hard during the
recent Student Body Presidential
elections. Additionally, I would
like to thank those students who
spent a few· minutes, exercised
their options, and voted for the
candidate of their choice.

Trash Along

Pr~sident

•

Thanks Voters

Af though the voter turnout
was relatively low, the fact that
this election received much less
publisity than in the past may
have had an effect. But the fact
still remains that less than one in
five students turned out to vote.
To say that's poor is putting it
mildly.

We must all now look to the
year ahead. Although Student
Government is a successful and

~ighways

newsletter, to see if they had
received any publicity
notices--again nothing was
mentioned to either.
. So, Mr.'s Williams and Boone,
I remain very skeptical; perhaps
we're only trying to hide until the
summer, or perhaps students
don't rate the meals of a district
manager and a vice president.
Elmer Seifert
President
Residence Hall Association

efficient organization, we still
need students who are interested
to carry out this work in the
future. There are new and
exciting challenges and
opportunities ahead of us all.
If you wish to become
involved, do not hesitate to
come by SG offices located in
the Village Center.

•

Hunter Potts
SG President-Elect

Near FTU Pointed Out

•

Editor:

The fi'uTUre is a public
document for the purpose of
informing the members of the
university community of
related news, announcements
and activities. Grossing
approximately $9 ,065 from
advertising annually, the
FuTUre is circulated for an
annual net cost to the state of
approximately $17,660 or 8.5
cents per copy. Total annual
gross cost of publication is
approximately $26,726.

The FuTUre welcomes letters,
but . ca.nnot consider for
pub_l1cation an~ ,lette.rs not
bearing the writers signature
and address. However, names
will be withheld upon request.
fhe right is reserved to edit or
refuse publication of letters
deemed objectionable or in poor
taste.
Entered as third-class matter
at the U.S . Post Office at
Orlando, Fla.

"Govermnenr is a trust. and the officers of the go11ernment are truf tees: and both
trust .and the trustees are created for the benefit of the people. ---Henry Clay

I have observed that along the
major roads to FTP. there is a
considerable amount of litter
along the roadside. As a

commuter to and from .l<''l'U, it .
makes a very unpleasant sight for
me and other people who drive on
these roads. The majority of this
litter consists o~ cans and paper,
which could have easily been
disposed of properly.
I will agree that it is easier to
throw this type trash out the
window than to keep it and throw
it away when the destination is

reached, but a little effort like
this on the part of everyone
would put a stop to litter and
make our Central Florida area
and FTU a more beautiful area,
not to mention taking a big
burden off the county and the
Litter Luggers.
I have heard that the only way
to get rid of litter would be to get
rid of people, but hasn't anyone
considered that litter will be the
thing that will get rid of people?
So come on, let's all put a little
effort into keeping our roads
· clean!

Editor
Asst. Editor
News Editor
·
.
Copyreader . Kathy Donaldson
Reoorters ....... Linda Avirett,
Sports Editor .. Larry Mccorkle
Kay Bartholomew, Terry
Asst. ~ports
Carr, Mike Cerni, Joe De$alvo,
Editor ·. · · · · · · · · ·. Fred Cay
Ike Harrison, Heather Henry,
Photo Editor ····.Alan Geeslin
Pamella King, Greg Like,
Advertising ...... Alan Brown
Michael Lochri~ge, Marcy
Circulation
Muramatsu, Mike Mye~s,
Manager ......... Russ Allan
Glenn Pa_dgett, Melan~e
0ohv_.irs, Krista Storey, David
Co!umniSt ......... Mike Hall
1 e1 Barbara Estock.
Artists . ....... Mark Johnson,
Lead Reporte r ..
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Competitors In College Bowl
Vie for Top Title Monday

.

Competition in the fourth
annual College Bowl began April
22 in the Multi Purpose Room.
The round one pairings and the
winners of" each match follow:
Chess club over Lambda Chi
Alpha Green, Arnold Air Society
over Lambda Chi Alpha No. 2,
Alpha Tau Omega No. 1 over
Tri-Beta, Delta Tau Delta ov:er
Chi Phi No. 3 and M.F. Four
over Tau Kappa Epsilon No. 2.
The April 23 round placed
Air Force ROTC against Lambda

Phi

•

Beta

Chi Alpha No. 1, Chi Phi No. 1
against Lambda Chi Alpha Gold,
Lambda Chi Alpha Purple
against Alpha Tau Omega No. 2,
Kappa Sigma against Tau Kappa
Epsilon No. 1 and Tau Kappa
Epsilon Gray against Chi Phi No.

2.
Wednesday nighes competion
continued with the pairing of all
winners. The Thursday ·round
constituted play in the losers
bracket.
Competition will continue
Mon. April 29 through

Thursday, May 2. Matches begin
each evening at 7 p.m. New
matches begin on each half hour.
The final match will be played
on Thurs., May 2.
According to Dr. Ken
Lawson, director of the Village
Center, a total of 150 to 200
people attended the first round.
He stated that each team has its
own supporters. When a new
match begins the supporters
from the teams which completed
play leave and a new group
comes in.

Senior Annette Jenkins also
placed in the Future Business
Teacher category, taking third
place. Jenkins took second place
in the "Miss Future Business
Executive" competition.
Vopping lust place m 1,ne
professional typist category was
senior Ruth Hardy.
According to chapter
president Pete Bush, the

conference was attended by
approximately
350
representatives from 3 chapters
located at institutions through
the state.
Other . delegates to the
conference from FTU were
district advisor Dr. Ernest Milier,
and chapter advisor Fran Caton.

Wednesday at 4 and 8: 30 p.m.
Thursday at 30 p.m.

s:

The FTU Women's Club will
sponsor the Bazaar Americana at
the Maitland Civic Center April
26, beginning at 9 a.m.
The Bazaar will consist of a
White Elephant sale, crafts sale,
bake sale, silouette portraits by
Janice Rexroad, a merchants
booth and a celebrity booth.

Hi! I'm Lara!
YOUNG

Live banjo music will be
provided throughout the day. A
snack bar will offer sloppy joes,
sandwiches, soft drinks and ·
sweets.
All money earned from the
Bazaar Americana will go to the
FTU Foundation for an
information building for the
convenience of campus visitors.

A·nd I Want You to Join

DEMOCRATS
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Guest Speaker: Mary Nell Goldman i

or wnte:
P.o. Box 26291 F.T.u.
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Disney World has got to·•
'
be the most exciting yet!
Join the cast ... excellent employment opportunities in the Magic
Kingdom, our resort- .
hotels plus many other
areas will be available
from June through and
including Labor Day
with general starting
pay at $2.40 per hour.
We'll even help you locate housing and form
computerized carpools!
§ Applications are being
~ accepted now. Call,
write or visit the Cast~ ing Department, Walt
~
~ Disney World, P.O. Box
40, Lake Buena Vista,
Florida 32830, southwest
~ of Orlando, Florida off
~ Interstate 4 at State
~ .Road 535, (305) 824~l 2222, Monday through
i( Saturday from 9 am until
~-;· 5 pm. Will you have a
summer!

I

Currently Gross is se~king
authorization for the
tentatively-planned machines
from the Bureau of Printing
under the state's Department of
General Services.

I

I

'~I/•,

A rash of Canadian coins
inserted into the machines and
students "pushing the machines
around" has led to many of the
machine problems present in
machines being replaced, ,Gross
said.

-1
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New Copiers Installed In Library

• ..:

30

4 p.rrl. ~A Library 240
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Next Next Meeting: Tues., ~_pril

and 't he-"'hou.trsd
not" count
By John Thomson
I
towar:d any degree. But the
Tallahassee Correspondent
hours DO count toward our FTE
I
Though it would appear that
count."
1
·- enrollment "padding'' in the
The memo is similar to the
State University System is a
one issued at Florida State
relatively recent phenomenon,
University last month and
memoranda from the University
disclosed at recent budget
of Florida has surfaced which
hearings, which has led to a
system - wide investigation of
indicated it has been going on
for at least a year and a half.
enrollment practices, especially
at the graduate level. The
Dr. John McFerrin, in an
disclosure resulted in th,e
October ?1, 1972 memorandum
to "Deparj;!n~P.t -P!>-f!.i.rm~n and
resignation of FSU Dean. Martin
all Graduate Advisors," ,.,, r!l~e~~!· , ...
expressed concern over a drop in ·~!qr, 1..'.I il..4•.v a ~L' s li»h-:S •.e q u e n t
full-time equivalent (FTE) f--1i•: in-+e.mor.andum~ ·· ·:!Mc·Ferrin
graduate students, on which
indicated the additional
funding is based. He attributed
enrollments had the support of · .,
this to students taking lighter
UF Vice President for AcademiC ~-.·
loads and wrote, '~The solution
Affairs, Dr. Harold Hanson, and
is easy. Register the students for
urged department chairmen and
whatever load is appropriate and
graduate advisors "to build up
registration in these courses." He
permissible and then add up to 5
hours of your department's 697
added, "The line (position) you
or 698 course."
save may be your own."
McFerrin, Associate Dean of
U F Graduate Coordinator
the College of Business
R.H. Blyth, in a November 16,
Administration at UF, added
1972 memorandum addressed to
students should be registered for
graduate students, listed four
recommendations for avoiding
these courses, "whether or not
they have a graduate
registration "errors". The first
appointment and regardless of
item listed was that each student
the degree for which they are
register for up to five hours of
c a n di dates . Th e y w i 11
· 697 or 698 "so that the College
automatically receive an '.'S"
earns its proper number of
(unless you assign them a "U'')
faculty FTE's."
·

Three new plain bond copy
machines designed for student
use have been installed in the
library and will be tentatively
op er a tional by Monday,
according to Director of
Purchasing Les Gross.
No price change is expected
for the installed machines and
single copies will remain a nickel,
to his knowledge, Gross said.
Rather than buy the
prohibitively expensive
machines, Gross said, FTU rents
them on a per copy basis.

Next Friday at 8: 30 p.m.
-VCAR .

-----------------------I

Wo111en Sponsor Bazaar

•
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Lambda. Wins 5 Honors

Five of seven FTU's Phi Beta
Lambda delegates to a state
conference held recently at the
Dutch Inn near Walt Disney
World, copped top awards.
The organization, a nationally
affiliated business education
fraternity names Mike Cahill and
Joan Skinner both seniors, as
"Mr. and Miss Future Business
Teacher."
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Visitation Elimination Bill
Among bills filed in the Senate
this week is one by Senator
Richard Pettigrew (D-Miami),
which would have the state
provide building space for child
care facilities (SB 616). Under
this plan, child care centers for
state employees would be
established at the expense of the
participating employees. The
state would donate the necessary
space rent-free.
Another bill (SB 630) filed in
the Senate would allow the Board
of Regents to own trademarks,
copyrights and patents in an
attempt to encourage inventions
by faculty in the State University
System. A similar House bill was
~pproved
by the finance
sub-committee of education
Monday.
For those state university
students who thought the days of

, '

ex-regent Elizabeth Kovachevich
segregating the sexes in the
"taxpayers whorehouses" were
over, there is now a bill to again
abolish visitation. Introduced by
Rep. Gus Craig (D-St. Augustine),
the bill (HB 3381) would disallow
co-ed visitation in living areas at
any time. Parents would visit
during "appointed hours."
Visitation would be permitted in
reception areas until 1:00 a.m.
. Fridays and Saturdays, 11:00
p.m. all other nights.
Other bills introduced in the
House were a lengthy "Code of
Ethics" (HB 3418) for state
officials and employees and a
companion to a Senate bill which
would establish a $20 million
loan trust fund for middle income
students (HB 2403).
A bill which would authorize
the use of credit cards in payment

for goods, services, tuition and
fees at state universities (HB
2892) was passed by the House
Tuesday and sent to the Senate. A
similar Senate bill (SB 631) was
introduced the same day and a
House bill which would provide
for th'.e same day·and a House bill
which would provide for the same
authorization at community
colleges (HB 2937) is in the
Ducation and - Appropriations
committees.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
STUDENTS
There will be a meeting for
interested students of Christian
Science on Monday April 29 in
ENG 242at1 p.m.
All are welcome. Any
questions concerning the
meeting can be answered by
. Bernice Bailey ext. 2521.

girlsl
put this in
your purse
before

they
get an
your hair!
The earth shattering noise from this pur5e-fitting horn
gives you the protection you've been looking for against
muggers and rapists. Just snap two penlight batteries into
this amazing new Vigilant Alarm and you're ready. No
wires required. Complete package iricludes super simple
instructions showing how the Alarm can also be easily
installed on windows or doors. GET VIGILANT BEFORE
THEY GET YOU.

..

SUPPLY LIMITED . . _. MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

Send me
of Vigilant Burglar Alarms
1 enclose $!3° for each Vigilant Alarm .
I understand that if I am not totally
satisfied, I will receive a complete refund
if returned within 10 days .

Family Jewels Ltd.
3431 West Villard Avenue
Milwaukee, .Wisconsin 53209

NAME~----------------

ADDRESS~---------------

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP._ __

Activity Calendar
Lambda Chi Alpha
Mon. 6:30 p.m.
EN 203

VILLAGE CENTER
College Bowl
Fri. 6:30 p.m.

MPR

Tri Deltasi
·
Mon. 6:30 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL & CAREER APPAREL
BUTLER PLAZA, CASSELBERRY
HW_Y 436 & HOWELL BRANCH RD.

VC 214

(305) 678-0975

Phi Chi Theta
Wed. 1 p.ril.

Eckancar Lecture Series
Wed. 3 p.m.
VC 214

VC200

Student Accounting Society
Thurs. noon
CB 216

Don McLean-Concert
Sat. 8 p.m.
VCAR

Thought In Action
Tues/Wed.11:30 a.m. VC Green

RHA

IFC
Tues. 11 a.m.

VCAR

EN 336
Thurs. 5 p.m.

Movie: "Godspell"
Fri..8:30 p.m.
VCAR'

Karate Lessons
Mon. 6 p.m.

Panhellenic Council
Thurs.11:15 a.m.
VC 200

Sociology Club
Thurs. noon
LB 240

Shoes - hose - supphose.
Aprons
Separates
Maternity uniforms & Pant suits
Danskin leotards & Tights
Volunteer uniforms
Lab coats
Career apparel

· Alpha Chi Omega
Wed. 8 a.m.
VC 211

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Delta Sigma Pi·
Thurs. noon

MPR
S. G. Meeting
Tues. 2 p.m.

Lambda Alpha Epsilon .
Thurs. noon
VC 214

..

UNIFORMS & .ACCESSORIES FOR
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN & MEN

CB 115

10%DISCOUNTWITH STUDENT ID

VC 200

Fashion Show
Wed. lla.m.
VCGreen

CAMPUS EVENTS
Arts & Crafts Fair
Wed/Thur/Fri--All Day
VCGreen
Movie: "Godspell"
Wed. 4 p.~.
VCAR

,
College Bowl
Wed. 7 p.m.
Cafeteria

VCBoard
Thurs. noon

Karate Lessons
Thurs. 6 p.m.

VC 200

Recruitment Education Day
VC 200, 214

Fri. 9 a.m.

Southern Assoc. Comm.
Mtg.
Sun.8a.m.
MPR

Educational Conf.
Tues. 1 p.rn.

MPR

Percussion Class
Wed. 4, 5 p.m.
VC 214

\,\,~

MPR

College of Education
Wed. 3 p.m.
MPR

GREEKS
Alpha Chi Omega
Fri. 8 a.m.
VC 214
Delta Sigma Pi
Fri. noon

MPR

Lambda Chi Alpha
• Sat. 8 a.m.
Lake Claire

Sat. 8 a.m.

~~ ...s~s

Sigma Chi
CB 226, 228, 229

Festival of Cont. Music
Thurs. 8 a.m.
VCAR

Counselors Luncheon
Thurs. noon ·
VC Dining Rm.

ORGANIZAT~ONS

Intramurals
Tues. 11 a.m.

Apri. 30
VC200

Kappa Sigma
Sun. 6 p.m.
EN 108, 198
Zeta Tau Alpha
Sun. 5 p.m.
VC 211, 214

United Campus Ministry
Tues.1:00 p.m.
April 30
ll:OOa.m.
VC214,LB212

.
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COMPARE THIS QUIET
DUPLEX COMMUNITY WITH
NOISY,CROWDED APARTMENTS
4 Min.utes to FTU
1 Minute to Downtown Oviedo
2 BEDROOM DUPLEXES

~160

_mo.

Sit 41 ,
TO
WINTER
SPRINQ5

IXl
TO

CASSELBE ARV

TO
WINTll ..

""'Ilk

Alpha Chi Omega
Mon. 8 a.m.

VC 211

Young Democrats
Tues. 4 p.m.
LB 240

PHONE 365-3721

V"IOH
~AllltK

RIDGEWOOD

-Sy111phony Co111ing
The Florida Symphony
Orchestra will close its current
season with two concerts to be
held Thursday, May 2 and
Friday, May 3, at Florida
Technological University.
This Second Annual Festival
will begin May 2 with
performances by FTU's Basically
Baroque at 1: 00 p.m., a Recital
of Outstanding Students at 3:00
p.m., and an evening concert at
8:30 p.m. by the FTU Concert
Choir and Concert Band. All
events will take plaL in the
0

Village Center (VC) Assembly
Room.
The Florida Symphony's
program will include open
· rehearsals at 10: 00 a.m. both
May 2 and 3 and separate
concerts at 8: 30 each evening in
the VC Assembly Room.
Afternoon seminars and panel
discussions are · planned each
day.
Featured artists will be Dr
Gary Wolf, chairman of the FTU
Music Department, who will
oerform Bartok's "Concerto No.

ruTUre
ENTERTA8NMENT

Yo11r fit ture as a

3" in the May 2 concert and
Sabina Micarelli, FTU faculty
violinist, who will play Barber's
"Violin Concerto, Opus 14" in
the May 3 concert.

Lawyer·s
Assistant

The May 2 concert will also
include Carl Nosse's "Set for
Small Orchestra and Percussion
Ensemble'', Charles Threatte's
"Fantasy for Orchestra," and
Britten's "Four Sea Interludes
from Peter Grimes."

A ]Jrofession
for the qualifier!
co11e,qe grarluafe

The May 3 concert will also
include Roy Johnson's
"Variations for · Orchestra,"
Barber's "First Essay for
Orchestra," and Bartok's "The
Miraculous Mandarin Suite."
General Admission to all
three days and rehearsals is
$6.00, while a ticket for one
day's rehearsal and concert is
$3.00. FTU faculty, students
and staff ru.e admitted free.
Tickets are available at Streep's
Ticket Agency in Orlando and at
the VC on campus.

Courses begin
June, 1974 and September, 1974
Mercer University, in cooperation with The National
Center for Legal Training, presents a 12 week program that
qualifies the career-minded college graduate to assume
administrati'ie responsibilities with a law firm, corporation,
banking firm or legal agency as a qualified member of the
legal team .
Major areas of specialization:
• Corporations

Mercer University In Atlanta
Lawyer's Assistant Program
3000 Flowers Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

McLean Slated April 27th .
By Barbara Estock

"I live here because it' S close
to nature. I like natural things
and I need the solitude of this
valley to remind me that I'm still
an individual."
Who's the speaker, some
nature-nut or Euell Gibbons?
Neither. The speaker is singer,
songwriter and nature lover Don
McLean.
"There are many problems
which must be faced if America
is to survive. I want to reach

tout to as many people as I can
in this dfort, as I'm convinced
that time is growing short," said
McLean.
Don McLean reaches out with
his songs and music. McLean is
nationally known as a fine singer
an.d performer. His "American
Pie" "Nason the top of the charts
for weeks, and he has appeared
on various popular shows such as
Merv Griffin, Dick Cavett,
Sesame Street and others.
Don McLean will be appearing
in the Village Center (VC)

Trower, Poco Highlight Of
King Crimson Concert

Assembly Room on April 27 at
8 p.m. He will perform his
thoughts and songs in his unique
"American Pie" style.

Representative will be on campus
·
next week
See Placement Office for interview

Tickets for the Don McLean
· Concert are available through
the VC Center. Tickets for
students, faculty and staff are
$2, tickets for the general public
can be purchased for $4 on
campus or at the door.

GRAND OPENING TIDS WEEK
A New Shop With A New Look!

~PEI\J

SESAME

By Ike Harrison

_As Orlando took a break from concerts last weekend, I found
it necessary to travel to Tampa's Curtis Hixon Hall to witness a
variety of music supplied by Robin Trower, King Crimson and
Poco.
.
With only about one half of .the auditorium filled, the night
got under way with Robin Trower as the first act. Trower is the
former guitarist for the long established group, Procol Harum. His
furious guitar licks with wailing effects have given rise to him
being labled as a "White Jimi Hendrix." Hendrix he's not, but he
has come closer to echoing the sounds of the master then anyone
yet and should be recognized as the fine guitar player that he is.
Trower, backed by a drummer and bass player, played most of
his new album, "Bridge of Sighs," including a long jam of "Day
Dreaming," a cut which he labeled as one of the group's favorites.
Trower came back for his encore with "Rock Me Baby" from
their second album, a fast number with a long guitar solo.
Breaking from established procedure, King Crimson whicb was
the top billed band came on as the second act.
About the best thing I can do for this group is to force myself
not to elaborate on how bad they were. Their music I can only
characterize as stupid. There was a slight bit of hope for the
!!toup with one member's versatility as he switched between
electric fiddle -and brass horns. Unfortunately, there was nothing
more worthwhile to combine with his genuine effort.
Fortunately, their act was brief, leaving plenty of time for an
admitted personal favorite of mine, Poco.
Poco is a fairly old group whieh has survived many changes in
personnel. Most notable are two of the groups founders, Jim
Messina and Neil Young, both having made significant mu$ical
contributions since they left the group years ago.
Poco quickly led off with some good time rock 'n roll with
"Blue Water'' a cut off their "Crazy Eyes" album. Rusty Young
added lively banjo pickin' to give the song good country flavor.
Their next set was a mellow arrangement introducing "Friends of
the Family,, and" Angel" cuts off their new album entitled "Poco
7" which was released only days ago. Both songs were filled with
clean acoustic guitar, with a brilliant performance from Paul
Cotton. Cotton also did a fine job on electric guitar in a solo during
"Susy Q," a lively number encompassing the now capacity crowd.
Joining the group several years ago at age fifteen, Timothy B.
Schmit has lasted many changes to remain as bass guitarist and
vocals. Schmit appeared quite involved with the band and·
frequently led hand clapping with the audience. His clear, distinct
voice adds quality to the fluently arranged lyrics of the band.
Definitely a strong reason for their repeated success.
Poco returned shades of the past as they finished the night with
"Rich Man'' and "Good Feeling to Know," popular rock-n-roll
oldies.

• Litigation

• Estates, Trust's and Wills • Real Estate and Mortgages

Complete Line of Costume Jewelery
Sitver~Gold-Copper

Cosmetics by Helena Rubenstein
and Eau de Love

Seminole Plaza Hwy. 17-92
Cass.e lberry
Next to Publix

Free Pair of Earrings With ANY Purchase

VETERANS
Would you like to have your. own special
representative .to Lobby in .Tallahassee for:
1..A FULL veteran's department in the
state governme·nt
2. Tuition-Free Education.
3. Other Contempo_
rary Benefits.
Bob Van Horn is the man who is seeking to do this
for you. Help him help yourself ATTEND THE NEXT
MEETING FOR DETAILS Tuesday, April 30, LB240 _ 4 p.m.
Sponsore by

nu YOUNG DEMOCRATS

.~
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RICK BRANDSTETTER

Tenant Rights Outlined
( Co.ntinued from Page 3)

.-

~·

become familiar with the
provisions. "Don't be afraid to
use them and to bring them to
your landlord's attention," he
said. "Many of the smaller
landlord's don't know the law
either. It's very hard to get
screwed if you know what
you're doing."
Becker has a bill, (HB 3255)
now in the Judiciary committee,
which would include college and
university dormitories in the
Act. This would have a
significant effect on the nore
than 15,000 dorm residents in
the State University System and

those residents at Chipola and
Lake City Junior Colleges. While
the consequences of such a law,
if any, are not clear, Hendrix
Chandler, corporate secretary of
the Board of Regents, said it
could put the state universities
out of the housing business
altogether. This bill could run
head-on into its philosophical
opposite, a bill by Rep. Riachard
Langley (R-Clermont) now in
the
House Education
Committee, which would abolish
dormitory visitation in the state
universities (HB 3381).
Becker also recently received
an opinion from Attorney
General Robert Shevin, which

for rent

services

RIDGEWOOD VtLLAGE--New
2 bdrm., duplex apts. in quiet.
wooded setting. Fully shag
carpeted with central heat/air.
A p p I i an c es & d r a p es a re
furnished. Laundry in backyard
area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance at
Mitchell Hamm<1tk Rd., in
Oviedo. $160 per month. Tel.
365-3721.
Bedroom, for rent with sitting
room and private bath in
beautifu I private home in
Cassel berry.
425-2624
Day
Evenings
831-1103

Expert typing or- themes & term
papers. Paper supplied. Accuracy
guaranteed. $Loo· per page.
Telephone.831-4106 Susan.

Tired of living in a jump? Will
share beautiful home in Park
Manor 3 miles away. Everything
furnished. Must see to believe!
Nonsmoker only - Call 273-3143.

•

Home for male Great Dane,
Merle, age 21k, AKC Reg. &
pedigree, Meister-Singer line;
affectionate, playful, protective.
Fine for family with children.
Will consider only very loving
home ..Call 645-0216.

i·ltelp wanted ·
Part time lawn maintenance. No
previous experience required.
$2/hr. Ph. 851-2628 ask for
Wayne.

5 Min. From Downtown Los Angeles In A Suburban Community
Enrollment Now Being Accepted for September term

•

Inquiries Are Invited By The Dean Of Admissions :
~LE1U~A1.I COLLEGE OF LAW
220 NO. GlfNDALE M
GLENDALE, CA. 91206

~~
~YOUR CAMPUS

fl

(213) 247-0770

~~ -

LUTHERAN CHURCH!

INVITES YOUR ATTENDANCE
fC
~ Christian Education Hour - Sunday· 9: 15 a.m.
~
Worship Sui;iday 10:30 a.m. at Hope Lutheran Church
2600 N. Deari Road (Go West on FTU Blvd., then South
·
on Dean Rd.)
~Rev. Lance Netland of Lutheran Campus Ministry
ff Member of FTU Llnit~d Campus Ministry
\l.
. .6 78-2011
' ~~~
v~~
~

fti

ftl

.....

--

FAIR
DO YOU WANT TO
DISPLAY AND OR SELL?

SIGN UP AT VC
MAIN DESK thru

April 24

Two bills filed by Rep. Ralph'
Halben ( D-Palmetto) last
Tuesday would chiefly be an
assist to the landlord. One (HB
3667) provides for
landlord-tenant cases to be given
priority on court calendars.
Another (HB 3551) would make
a tenant liable for "monetary
damage to the landlord" if the
tenant were to break the lease.

Telephone interviewers--we need
a few articulate people to work
eves. 5-9 in credit card promotion
for nationally known retail store
opening soon in the Orlando area.
Guaranteed hourly salary plus
excellent incentive. For interview
call Ms. Hammond at 425-3565
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Credit Bureau
of Orlando.

wanted

•

invites YOU to come talk to
HIM about ·these specials:

stated that students could not be
required to live on campus
unless it involved a "valid state
purpose: · Gh1pola is having its
requirement that women live on
campus challenged by a 19 year
old co-ed.

'66 MUSTANG

loaded

$fi66.66

'74 GREMLIN

low, low mileage

$2495.00

'70 MONTE CARLO

cream puff

'71 V. W. Beetle

super clean

$1850.00

ALL. NEW '73 and '74 MAZDAS reduced over '500.00

HOLLER MAZDA
3802 W. Colonial

IMMEDIATE
OPENING IN
CENTRAL FLORIDA
Army Reserve units in Central .
Florida need men and ·women
with or without prior military
service for 16 hours a month and
two weeks each year. You' II earn
from $2. 72 to $4.60 an hour plus
promotion and retirement
benefits. Some of the job fields
open right now:
*Food Service Personnel
*Carpenters
*Electricians
*Construction Equipment
Operators
*Drivers
*Mechanics
*Postal Clerks
*C lerkjTyptists
*Stenographers
*General Supply Clerks
*Military Policemen
*Accounting Clerks .
*Licensed Practical
Nurses
.
* Information Specialists ~· !':'
~ucrr ifie CfWatranl Officer ·
Pilots ( 101 B.C., lOOD)
*Fixed/Rotary Wing
·
Mechanics
*Army Security Agency
Related Communication
Fields
Call in Orlando 859-3920 or
645-5554; in Melbourne
259-3210; in Daytona Beach
252-6041; in Kissimmee
847-5525 anytime between 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday; through
Sunday.

•

ph. 299-4440 or 425-9644

for sale
3 br., 11/2 bath, 3 years old, carpet,
appliances, extras, near FTU,
FOR SALE-$900 dowp, $185
mo. or lease 1 yr. I/z rent .to apply
to purchase. WrjtEil ~-Vance, P. Cl,{
Box 563 lnterla Pieo, FL 3204~
or Call Sa ·~ 9'0~~~84«2862. .
.
ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHE.RS!
START
YOUR . OWN
DARK800M
I
HAVE
EVERYTHING YOU NEED!
Enlarger (llxl4), tank & reel,
safe light, trays and more!
BEST CONDITION EVER!
For more information, call Joan
Turk 671-1146 Sat. & Sun.
66 VW Squareback, good
condition, good transP.ortation.
Only $600 - by owner. Call
323-5 751.
.
GREAT BOOKS OF THE
WESTERN WORLD, 88 Volumes
- bookcase - $800 value-asking
$400. Write D. B. Harrison, 1 75
Valencia Dr., Ormond Bch. FL
32074 or leave note at Daytona
Bch Resident Cntr.
Check this out! The Cannon
Music Co. is offering special
discounts to FTU faculty &
students
on Everett,
Cable-Nelson pianos & Thomas
organs until May 30. 6 mo. free
lessons with each organ
purchased. Call Lynn Terrett
896-2815.
1969 Toyota 4 door, very good
cond.,
economical
transportation. $1200 by owner.
Call 834-2688 after 6 p.m.
1 Issue ... 25 cents per line per
issue
2 Consecutive Issues ... 23 cents
per line per issue
3 Consecutive Issues... 21 cents
per line per issue
4 or more Consecutive ... 19
cents per line per is9.Je

'f

YOU NEVER HAD· U SO GOOD, S8 CLOSE!
THE BRAND NEW
/SAN PEDRO APARTmENTS.~ . _,

"t

/

No Lease ·1equied

Furnished or Unfurnishid

48 - Bachelor Pad• FumiShed - $185
96-Twin Bedroom Furnished-$210
96 - 2 Bedrooms furnished - $250
(Stlctre and Save)

~ .

t

OUTSIDE: Tennis,, 01. cou~! ~ammotb Heated $Wiiflm~ng ~
Pools. Huge Balconin and Patios. Two Party Rooms witt
·
Danca Floors and Kitchens for Feasts. Lamdry facWtias :_
•

Spacious CourtYards'1tlo strWaking. pleaset Plenty ef Parking. ~··
INSIDE: Color-coordin.-tect' shag carpeting.. drapei and ~
btack-out shaaas. ·.Rich wood panaliJlg. d~ativ~ wall • "
coverings in baths and kitch~ns. Complete GE hm) electric · , ,
kitchens with self-cleaning e>vens with · -hQOds, frost-free "
ice-maker refrigerators, st4tnless steef
with disposal and !
automat_ic dishwasher. Self-controlled' heat and air •
conditioning

••k

FURNISHINGS: F.tnest contemporar.y ~ting so ~mplete
need only utensils. dishes and linens. Also l.mfllrmduJd.
TLC I ompkins L~nd Co~, Inc.
Complete f&Jrnishld models open
9 AM til 6 PM Ask-at Office fi78-2662

1 mile

yoo ~ ,:
.

•

fast of 436

-

- - - - - - -- - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- --

'.0;:;- , .

. ..
- -.

-
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Nader Suggests •frey 101'
By Alan Crouse

.

•

After a cheering welcome
from the audience gathered at
Rollins College on April 16,
Ralph Nader opened by saying
President Nixon's popularity
rating could not sink any lower.
The reason, he stated, was
that approximately 25 per· cent
of the American public are
practicing Tories, wanting a king
who can do no wrong.
Nader, the country's
foremost consumer advocate,
went on to say that citizens of
this nation must impeach Nixon
in order to deal with the "White
House crime wave" which has
been manifested in the form of
extortion, bribery · and trading
-the government for the highest
corporate bidder. He added that .
Nixon has assumed dictatorial
powers by firing his own
prosecutor and attempting to
tell Congress exactly what he
can be impeached for.
"We're not dealing with a
rotten apple," said Nader, "the
whole barrel is rQtten," which
brought a hearty round of
applause from the crowd.

Nader's backing of public
campaign financing surfaced as
he said the government is
literally auctioned off every
election in order to raise $60 $80 million to elect a president.
As a result, he said, private
industry receives free research
and development paid for by the
taxpayers, public lands are
leased for fractions of their
worth (strip mining, oil
exploration) and private
industry is bailed out without
nationalizing the company
(Lockheed, Penn Central
Railroad).
Nader then focused on the
"Milk fund deal" which cost the
milk producers $2 million in
campaign contributions, netting
the industry $150 million in
direct profits. "You've noticed
the rapid increase in milk
prices," he said. "Soon it will be
on the level with rare wines."
Nader pointed to the
discovery of the milk deal as a
victory of and a need for citizen
lawyers in government. Another
victory for the citizenry, he
added, was the defeat of. the SST
which was to be funded by th e

Method Lowering Tuition Proposed
(Continu ed from Page 1)

proposed tuition change was
adopted, Brown said.
Brown said the plan under
the subcommittee's
consideration seemed similar to
one the BOR considered prior to
voting for a per-credit-hour
tuition.
Agreeing that the proposed
plan would probably generate
less funds than the
BOR-established policy, FTU
Assistant J)irector of Finance
and Accounting James Smith.

Jr., said implementation would
1ead to increased legislative
funding if the legislature desired
to maintain the State University
System at the sarne level as last
year.
Smith said that the BOR's
cost study conducted prior to
ratification of the tuition rate to
be implemented in fall indicated
the same amount of money
would be generated under this as
under the tuition system which
uses a $190 ceiling for
undergraduates and $240 for
graduates.

PAMPHLETS ON
BIRTH CONTROL
ABORTION AND
V.D.
AVAILABLE AT THE

taxpayers for the sole benefit of
private industry. "The
government and industry forces
were aligned for quick passage of
the SST, and victory would have
been assured for Lockheed if it
were not for part-time lobbyists
numbering less than one-tenth of
one-tenth of one-tenth of
one-tenth of one-tenth of the
population," said Nader. "If you
told people how easy it is to
change government," he added,
"they'd think they were hearing
fiction. If we impeach Nixon, it
will be much harder to say, 'you
can't fig~t city hall'. And, we
would see a watershed of reform
like we've never seen."
As a remedy for civic
involvement, Nader said colleges
should offer political science
courses · studying the local
congressmen. He offered two
reasons for such courses:
Congress performs minimal
duties, students need to get out
of the classrooms for part of
their education.
''Suppose a course were
offered, 'Frey 101.' The
students would study the
Congressman's background, his
daily activities, who he listens to
and how he votes. The students
would then compile the data
into a report which would be
given to the voters at the end of
the semester. Frey would
probably send all the students of
'Frey ·101' a telegram
congratulating them on their
civic activities and then secretly
sigh with relief. But, the sigh
would be short-lived, because
'Frey 102' would begin in the
fall."
Nader closed his speech by
saying, "The Congress can
impeach Nixon, but only you
can impeach Congress or anyone
in it."

rAR POOLS
regarding

AVAllABLE IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICES

VC216
WOMETCO
PACKETS $3.50

VC216

., 11 · 11&

,,.

~ ll

111"

"'' ··--·

CRUSTY'S
PIZZA
SUBSIDY COUPONS AVAILABLE
VC 2 16

831-1603

If you lived at Seminole Terrace,
you'd be home in 2 minutes.
E-5371
F.W. Fullmer Jr. Gen. Contractor ,Inc.

The F.T.U. Village Center presents

LIVE IN CONCERT
"Tomorrow Night ..... 8:00 pm

.. VC,c\R

Tickets:
FTU Students: s2°0 in advance at VC Main Desk
$4° 0 at Door
General Public: $4°0 at Door

for information 275-2633

·APPLICATIONS

for

Stud ent Government
1

COMPTROLLER

LEGAL
REFERRAL
SERVICE
CONTACT

1xtt1tn
.... .._..

5 % DOWN - NO CLOSING COST

in

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFICE - VC

MOVIE SUBSIDY TICKETS

3 bedroom - 2 bath
Choice of interior & exterior

BEING ACCEPTED
IN .VC 204, 205

Information

Car Pools

CHOOSE YOUR NEW HOME
AT SEMINOLE TERRACE

STUDENT
GOV'T
ATTORNEY
GENERAL

275-2191

OWO~§UUUUGJCB

Ql3Ul3QQWlb
§l3Ql:DUl:Bl3
If you'd like to babysit or n.eed
a babysitter, contact ANNE

SG Senate Secretary
· ·VC216
275-2191
If you signed up to babysit iri the winter
com.e by and give A.n ne your schedule
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FTU Gets Another Shot At FIT This Weekend In Atlanta

FTU Crew Cools Off Rollins ••• Just Misses FIT
By Larry McCorkle
The expected favorites
reigned as champions at the
State · Intercollegiate Rowing
Championships held last
Saturday at Disney World, but a
little known crew team from
FTU served notice to the rest of
its competitors that they would
be more than ready in the
future, specifically the Southern
Championships this weekend in
• Atlanta.
FIT won both the freshman,
junior varsity and varsity races;
Jacksonville captured the pairs
and four-man races; and FTU
finished 'only' second in the
junior varsity and varsity races.
FTU may have finished 'only'
second, but the young crew
squad c~me oh so close to
FTU's crew team (center) begins its
Engineers.
defeating FIT. Indeed the big
move in the middle of the race to catch FIT
The Contemporai-y overlooks in the surprise of the race, was not FIT
(right). Rollins (background) finished
backgro~d at Disney World, the sight of last
winning the varsity race, but
behind FTU which closed the - gap
Saturday's State Intercollegiate Crew instead the outstanding showing
considerably on FIT but failed to pass the
Championships. (Photo by Mike Padgett.)
by FTU in defeating
nationally-ranked Rollins and
coming within two-seats (1A a
To~orrow
boat length) of beating powerful
FIT.
This was the first crew race
ever seen by this reporter and he
was immediately impressed with
the enthusiam of the
By Fred Cay
dropped a 2-0 verdict to USF in
com.p etitors, the intricate
motivated for this one," the
Tampa in a contest with probably
coach added. "That had to be a
.equipment of the sport, the large
It had been a long time
more verbal fireworks than any
big factor in the win."
crowd and the number of pretty
coming and that made it seem
Knight bats were dormant the
girls included in that crowd.
even sweeter.
first four and two-thirds innings
Indeed, the enthusiasm is
"It" was the first-ever win for
although FTU loaded the bases in
contagious as the crowd,
an FTU varsity team over
the first on a muffed fly and a pair
scattered as the race begins,
cross-county
rival Rollins
of walks. A pair of forceouts,
migrates to a· cheering multitude
College and was achieved by the
however, ended that threat.
at the finish line straining to
FTU baseball. squad Wednesday
Rollins then did its only
follow the boats as the race
night at Tinker Field.
damage against the lanky
nears its end.
Stan Edge, just a freshman b_ut
freshmaIJ. frRII\: Q~laJngo . , in':J 1~h~
g.5Wlb'~·JV'm9P~e:pto~ fl . ~;.; r,-1
alr¢a,d y tli-e, a~e of ,Coae)l Doug
second on .three hits,,a walk and
Holmquist's mound · staff,
two sacrifice flies.
In the junior varsity race,_
survived a rocky two-run second
Steve Crutcher then delivered
FTU came off the line well
and, with home runs by Dave
the first big hit for FTU after two
holding their own until midway
String and Joe Mikler leading the
were gone in the fifth, driving in
through the 1,750 meter (little
way, stopped the Tars 3-2 to
Mikler who had walked. Then
over a mile) race. At that point
boost the season's record to an
followed the fateful sixth. After
STAN EDGE
the wind, gusting on Lake Buena
impressive-sounding 21-12· and
fouling off at least six of hurler
Vista behind the Conte.mporary
other
kind.
Holmquist,
String,
keep post-se~n tournament talk
Blake Lorenz' offerings, String
Hotel, caused some problems.
p.itcher
Steve
Hargest
and
eoing. .
picked ona hanging curve sending
"They got a little loose in the
third-baseman
Tim
Smith
were
all
"This is our biggest win yet,"
it high and far onto the screen
chop," said FTU crew coach
evicted
from
the
playing
field
for
said an elated .H olmquist, "bigger
behind the left-field fence. Two
Dennis Kamrad who pointed to
arguing ball-and:stri.ke calls.
even than the win over Miami."
outs later, Mikler hit an even.
that choppy 300 meters as the
''"The guys were really
harder shot into almost the same
difference in the·race.
spot for ihe winning blow,.
' The last time they raced;
It was then up to Edge to nail
FTU's junror varsity ~s 'b eaten·"-·
it down, which he did ending a
badly il'i ·the -beginning of"tlie ·
stormy ninth strik.ing out
rape, . tiut thilr."'t irne FTl1 :was
pinch-hitter Bill O'Connor with
the' thir(I annual "D'eltasig
lea~ing until that bad spot in the
the bases loaded.
GC>lf Toumathent," ' sponosored
Four members · of FTU's
middle. After the problems in
Edge pitched "a great game"
by Delta · Sigma Pi bu.siness
extramural archery team are now
the middle of the race, FTU
in the words of Holmquist. "He'll
fraternity, will be held May 4 at
preparing for this year's National
finished strong but not enough
be a great one by the time he's a
the Rocket City Golf Course. The
Intercollegiate · Archery
to catch FIT.
junior," he said of the Colonial
· tourney is open to both men and
Championships at Stetson
"FIT had a little more
High grad who has now won seven ~ women and proceeds will benefit
University May 10-11.
control over those 300 meters,"
of nine decisions.
the Central Florida Children's
said Kamrad. "But I have no
The FTU men's team of Sam
According to Holmquist,
Home of Orlando.
complaints. The wind conditions
Reyna, Darryl Payne and John
though, the Knights will have to
The Calloway Handicap
were fair," said Kamrad.
Johnson, which placed second in
win all four of their remaining
System of scoring will be used.
the F l o r ida Intercollegiate
FTU had nothing to be
games beginning with Eckerd
Trophies and/or cash prizes will
Archer y Championships at
ashamed about losing to the FIT
College of St . Petersburg
be awarded for lowest and even
GainesvilJe April 6, will compete
junior varsity. The FIT JV
tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Tinker
highest scores, closet-to-the-hole,
in the nationals along with
happens to be the varsity
Field, to have a chance at the
and the longest tee-shot.
women's team member Tina
lightweight team. This veteran
South Atlantic Regionals in the
Those interested in playing
Reed who placed third in the
team finished fourth out of 23
Division II playoffs. Monday,
should register in VC 223. If
sta te in women's freestyle
of the best teams in the nation
FTU will face South F1orida,
additional information is needed,
competition . Reyna also took a
in a regatt.a last fall.
againat
1 p.m. at Tinker Field.
contact Tom Livaudias at
third in the men's freestyle
The FTU junior varsity
_Last Saturday, the Kniehts
678-2386.
division.
consisted of Al Dinnen, Martyn

_,..iiiii"to;...•

FTU, 21-12, Faces Eckerd

Knights 'Edge' Rollins 3-2

.p·repare·
For Nationals

Ar&~ers

Bea11 .iful girls have their
place in crew just like any
other port and FuTUre
photographer Mike Padgett
did not let these two
specimens miss his magic
lens. At right, FTU'sJV crew
keeps their mind on business
at hand. (Photos by Mike
Padgett.

~ Deltasig.'

Golt

Set For May ~4

Dennis, Dale Dunn, Charles
Filko, Mike McClenny, Butch
Coady, Earl Simpson, John
Ingram and coxswain Patty
Sanzone.
Varsity Almost Wins
The varsity race was another
problem. Before the race there
was a: noticeable air of tension,
more so than Kamrad usually
has to worry about. The reason
was that Kamrad had changed
his varsity lineup somewhat to
add more muscle to the
heavyweight team--a move which
some members of the team were
uncertain about.
But Kamrad evidently made
the right move because the team
performed brilliantly. FTU was
leading most of the race until it
hit the same trouble spot in the
middle that the JV had
encountered. FTU lost a couple
of strokes to FIT, but quickly
adjusted and came on strong the
remainder of the race. "Ten
more strokes and we might have
won." exclaimed a very proud
Kamrad.
Kamrad Delight.ed With Race

~

Kamrad followed his team
the entire race in the official's
launch so he got a good view.
"They followed the race plan
perfectly," said Kamrad."
Everything went right. The wind
sort of hit us strong at 1,000 ..
me.ters," said Kamrad. "But
after the JV race, they were
ready for it."
We had those guys (FIT) at
1,000 yards," said captain Greg
Cordner, still breathing hard
after the race. Not perfectly
sa:tis-fied ,, :wit·h..~ his team's
performance, the determined
Cordner did add, "We keep
knocking off ·somebody else
every week," referring to FTU's
defeat of Rollins.
Rollins, the team that
Kamrad coached two years ago,
never was ahead of FTU. The
Tars were second in the nation
(College Division) when Kamrad
coached.them and ranked sixth ~
in the nation last year~ Only two
men were gone from that
brilliant..,. team 1 Kamrad coached,
. y et:r' nu .had . no problem
defeating R-ollins.
"I hope the school realizes
how competitive we ~ally are,"
said Kamrad. FTU's advances
have not gone unnoticed. People
acquainted with crew from
Massachusetts attending these
races had heard of the great
gains FTU has made in <:rew,
while FIT and Rollins were
varitable household names to
these people.
FIT won the varsity race in a
time of 5: 16.9, while FTU
finished close behind. The
varsity consisted of Bob Garapic,
Ralph Bateman, Ben Horton,
Dave Bosell, Guerin Rife, Tom
Tacner, Greg Cordner Bill Barnes
and cox Alison Pacha.
•
Crew Team Looks Ahead
Still FTU had to be
encouraged by their showing
· Saturday and the team is more
determined to show well at the
Southern Championships this
weekend. " The varsity feels like
if they work hard they might be
able to beat FIT," said Kamrad.
Virginia is the defending
champions but strong crews
from Morris Harvey, Alabama at
Huntsville, East Carolina. The
Citadel and of course FIT and
Rollins will be there. There will
be trial heats early Saturday
morning to determine who gets
into the four-team finals
Saturday afternoon.
"Seeding in the preliminaries
could be very important," said
Kam.rad. "If we got FIT and
(Cont;.nued pn Pa~e- !JJ
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FTU Beats .FIU,Tampa; Gets Set For Tars
By Joe Desalvo

The FTU tennis team, after
losing four straight, increased
its current
winning streak to
three matches defeating Florida
International University and
Tampa by the identical scores of

t-4.

The Knights, now 9-5 for the
season, traveled to FIU in
Miami last Friday only to be
greeted by a constant 35 m.p.h.
wind that caused problems for
them.
Coach Lex Wood said, "The
strong wind was more than we're
use to, but also it was hot and
raggy during the match."
The Knights, who defeated
the Miamians earlier this year at
home by the same score,
"weren't sharp but played well
~nough to win," commented
Wood.
In the No. 1 singles, Mike
DeZeeuw, who has been hot of
late, was cooled off by the wind
and his opponent Jim Payne in
three sets 6-7, 6-2, 6-0.
No. 2 Joe Lucci easily
defeated Chip Spiller 6-3, 6-2. In
the No. 3 singles, Nate Smith,
who still is on the recovery road
from his bout with a bronchial
infection, turned in a fine
performance winning 6-4, 6-0
over George Sardinia.
Trevor Graham found the
....winning touch . defeating Kevin
Deutch in straight sets 6-3, 6-4
in the No. 4 singles. Neil Howard

dropped a disappointing 7 -5, 6-4
decision to Robert Helin at No.
5 while Gail· Graban defeated
Mike Peurtz 6-0, 7-5 in the No. 6
singles.
Lucci and Smith teamed up in
the No. 1 doubles to defeat
Payne and Spiller 6-4, 6-3 to
clinch the team victory.
It turned out to be the
winning match for FTU as
Sardinia and Deutch ·upended
Dezeeuw and Graban 6-4, 6-4 in
the No. 2 doubles and Howard
and Graham were turned back
7-6, 6-7, 6-4 by Helin and
Peurtz.
Wood said, "Lucci . and
Graham played the best tennis
with the playing conditions the
way they were."
FTU's home match with
Tampa last Tuesday wasn't
decided until the completion of
the final doubles match with
Howard and Graham taking the
tie-breaking match 7 -5, 6-4 over
Jim Gregor and Greg Goldberg.
Both teams went in to the
doubles tied at three wins apiece
in the singles. In the No. 1
singles, DeZeeuw beat Frank
Swope 6-0, 6-3. Smith fell victim
to a 6-3, 6-3 defeat by Keith
Einbree in the No. 2 singles.
Wood said, "Smith still is not
playing as well as he was before
getting sick. "
No. 3 Lucci, who has been
consistent all year, topped Al
Tomislov in straight sets 7 -6,
6-1.

Golfers Close Season Today
FTU's extramural golf team,
alreaCIY' ·a sU.cbes8fill Wl-2 t] n.1·6'.ialt>e
meets this season, closes out its
schedule this afternoon in
DeLand against a Stetson squad it
beat 313-345 on March 1.
Most recently, the golfers
dropped a 306-323 decision to a
..- strong Rollins outfit last Friday
although FTU held a surprising
149-150 edge after the front nine
at the Winter Springs Country
Club course.
Tony Kiraly of FTU was low
medalist with a 74. However, a
balanced Rollins~attack subdued
a spirited ui)'-set 1 atTt~mp~ '<:
Amazingly, Joe · Videtta.,· ·i~eff·
Hadley, John Hall and Ray
Fickett of Rollins shot 75, 76, 77
and 7 8 respectively. FTU's other
scores were Doug Perry 81, Roger
• Amick 83 and Wayne Mendel 85.
Turning ·point of the match,
according to FTU Coach Marc
Stockwell, was the 12th hole--a
disastrous one for the Florida
· Tech contingent. Amick and
Kiraly both hit tee shots out of
bounds and took seven and eight
respectively while the Rollins pair
in their foursome-- Fickett and
Hadley-both birdied.
"That made a swing of nine
strokes on that hole," said
Stockwell, "and really turned
• things around putting them in a
big lead."
· John Tanner, a starter who has
missed several recent matches
including Rollins, has been
suspended from FTU's team and

will not compete in today's final
match :~ Ji'.•JPws8nal v teonn;cts"
apparently were involved,
according to Stockwell.

FTU's tennis squad dropped a
7-2 decision to national power
F1orida St.ate Wednesday on the
FTU courts but the big story of
the day for the Knights was the
sparkling play of Mike Dezeeuw
who whipped FSU's No. 1 Rejean
Genois 6-4, 6-3. Genois is the
"top collegiate player in
Florida," in the words of Coach
Lex Wood.
DeZeeuw, who played an
"outstanding match" according
to Wood, also teamed with Gail
Graban to win the No. 2 doubles ·
over Charlie Diggans and Mike
O'Neal 6-3, 6-3. The loss set
FTU's record at 9-6 with today's
Rollins match ending the regular
season.
"Rollins is very solid in the top
three and have a very good No. 1
player in Brad Smith,'' said
Wood. "The really have no
weaknesse!?." The match is set for
2 p.m. this afternoon on the FTU
courts.

MIKE DeZEEUW -

FTU Track Club Sets Meeting
An organizational meeting
will be held Monday, Ap.ril 29 in
VC 200 at 12 noon for all men
and women interested in
participating in track and field
and cross country next year at
FTU.
Vice-President of Business
Affairs J. Phillip Goree will
discuss track facilities at FTU.
Other topics will include spring
activities, the fall schedule,
training and uniforms.
Dr. Henry Kennedy, a
four-time All-American and
winner of 10 Canadian and

American cross country
championships, will coach the
club. Kennedy has run for 25
years and is now assisting
Oviedo's track· team. Assisting
Kennedy will be Bill Shrigley, a
former distance runner at Winter
Park High School. Debbie
Spencer will coordinate the
trackettes which was originated
at Winter Park. !\lfiss Spencer and
Pat Pierce will manage cross
country this fall.
0ne- of--tlie stars of, the team -'
wff .be'" 'B:V~rs1 "'i>l1J1P's: " 1Re~~
multi-talented dist.ance runner

from Orlando Oak Ridge High
School, Phelps anchored Oak
Ridge's Mile Relay to a state
championship in 1972 and also
captured second in the half mile
run. In 1972 he was one of the
most sought after runners in the
st.ate of Florida. Rick Hull a
former distance runner from
Longwood Lyman, will also
compete on the team.
Anygne else interested should
co'HtiiEt ~eil'nedy at! 1 A'tlin. 1. '39; r:.
ext. 2608. ,

Merrick Wins Superstar· Bowling

·ATO Trims TKE; Faces LXA

Tau Kappa Epsilon split its
two crucial games this week,
dropping a 5-4 decision to
now-apparent league favorite
Alpha Tau Omega 5-4 Monday.
However, TKE came back
We,d nesday for a 13-6 triumph
o~~J.t ~.P.f!a CJll .~~~ -~,ith yet
anqtpe.J( 'ljgg\ei~~.ct\1:9. v~., ~.A 1
to b~ play.ed Mq!l~ay.~t 4 R;Jll· .. rr _:
Should ATO win Moiid3y, it
would be in ~ost enir'iabie·
position with only the May 20
game against Sigma Chi
considered though.
ATO wound up its first week
2-0 following the important win
over TKE and surviving an 8-6
scare against surprising Chi Phi
Wednesday.
TKE pitcher Steve Jackson
slammed two homers and went
three-for-three with six RBis and
managed to hold down LXA's
powerfui bats until the final two
frames to lead the win. Six errors
contributed heavily to the LXA
loss although TKE outhit them
17-8.
Monday's TKE-ATO battle
was "typical" of the oldest of
campus fraternity rivalries. After
forging into a 5-2 seventh inning
lead on Carey Hobbs' two-run
homer following Fred Maust's hit
which was misplayed into ATO's
(Continued from Page 10)
t hird run, A TO had to hold on for
the 5-4 decision.
Rollins in our heat it could be
After Hobbs drilled what
very difficult t o qualify for the
turned out to be the game-winner
finals." For emotional reasons,
in t he fifth , singles by TKE's Roy
Kamrad hopes his team will be
Cullison, Steve Jackson and Rod
seeded with The Cit.adel in a
Rodriguez made it 5-3. And
heat. FTU lost to The Citadel
ATO's lead was even more
earlier in the season by .3 of a
precarious after pinch-hitter Jim
second when the military school
Holcomb homered to lead off the
cut lanes to win. FTU wants to
bottom of the seve nth .
Steve Jackson then reached
beat The Citadel badly.
second after a misplayed fly ball
Kamrad hopes that his team
but pinchru nner Rex Riepe was
will finish in th e top two or
left stranded as pitcher Bob
three in- the Sou t h ern
Matousek retire d the fi nal three.
Champid~sh)p{l ·.~··qt'esiicm is
· In other fraternity action
who will FTU knock off this
--------------------------------~-llJ!.c..n.d!l!l!_......sillmca,..A.tnb
nsilo

Crew

Graham, at No. 4, struggled
with Jerry Goldstein before
succumbing to a 7-6, 3-6, 6-3
setback. Neil Howard had a
strong showing in beating Gregor
6-1, 6-4_in the No. 5 singles. At
No. 6 Mike Fabian lost to
Goldberg in three sets 6-1, 2-6,
6-2 .
In the No. 1 doubles, Smith
and Lucci after losing 3-6 in the
first set, came back to win the
next two 6-4, 6-4, to . defeat
Swope and Tomislov. DeZeeuw
and Graban were defeated by
Einbree and Goldstein 4-6, 6-4,
6-4 in the No. 2 doubles.
There were heated tempers on
the courts when a short shower
slicked the courts during the
doubles play. Wood, not risking
any injuries to his team, ordered
the match to be halted. The
Tampa team disagreed with
Wood's decision and wanted to
continue to play even though
the courts were wet. The
showers stopped after 10
minutes of waiting and play was
able to continue.

downed Delta Tau Delta 10-4 and
LXA needed only four innings to
conquer Pi Kappa Alpha 15-4.
Chi Phi mounted a 9-1
third-inning spread but had to
weather a Kappa Sigma
comeback to win 10-8.
Independently speaking the
Cavaliers, appl!fently once again
the class\ Of ' both independent
loop,~. 1WiPR~,i ~ir ~qfq~ R<~ffC

l~-.3, w~~e TK~ ) I, .~COF,f~ ?ix:.

times in the Jast of the sixth for an
11 -6 victory over Treblemakers.
Meanwhile, the most unusual
of the season so far
inning
occurred when the first three
batters for Mafia fanned to lead
off their game against Lambda
Chi Alpha II. Despite this, Mafia
rode the hot bats of Andy Taylor
and Bill Wicks to win 10-4. Mafia
and TKE II, now the lone
undefeateds in the Gold League,
battle on Tuesday;
Cavaliers and "Beaver
Shooters" (that's what they call
themselves, folks) also vie
Tuesday with the winner likely to
wind up the Black League titleist.

Phil Merrick rolled a 177 f irst
game, then admittedly "had to
scramble" for an almost-id e ntic~
176 second game and 353 total to
win the bowling portion of the
"Super st ars of F TU "
competition. Randy Jessee came
in with a 177-167 (362 ) for a
strong second-place showing.
Merri ck's " scra m b ling"
resulted because he had only a 62
in the fifth frame of game No. 2.
However, he th en strung to gether
four straight strikes t o pull away.
Tomorrow at 9 a.m. the
second event, golf, will be played
at Fairways Golf Course and next
Thursday the obstacle course race
will b e run at Lakemont
Elementary at 4: 30 p.m. The golf
will be -a sidelight to the
intramurai golf meet also being
elda airways tomorr.oJV.

Baseball Statistics
FTU BASEBALL STATISTICS
Through April 20 Game
Won 20, Lost 12
Batting

G

Ron Bebe
Dave String
Jlm Ho:i:vath'
C,raig Bu tier
Mel Gattis.'''·
Calvin Lingelbach
Joe Mikler
George Royal
Joe Teator
Steve Crutcher
Tim Smith
Jeff Sec
Charlie Horne

31
~l

32

31

3f '
17
23
18
21
30
27
12
11

AB

2B

H

R

22
88
21
91
- 28
115
..,., 92 ~
16
'103
21
54 "' 16
15
73
11
39
18
57
33
109
15
80
2
4
15

rs

30
3
30 -11
38
:i
~9 : l 5

3.L

4

16
21
11
16
30
17
3
1

2
2
1
0
3
1

0
0

RBI

Avg.

0
3
1..
5

22
31
. 15

"2.

29

.0

. 0

11

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
0
1
3
0
0
0

13
5
9
24
10
0
0

.341
.330
.330
.315
.301
l ' . ...
.296
··:28'8
.282
.281
.275
.213
.200
.067

2

18

.500

HR

38
2
2
3' .
0

.--· 1

3~

~

Other s

24

60

19

30

2

TEAM

32

991

251

303

36

10

17

218

.306

BB

so

w

"L

ERA

:. 0

2

0.00
1.09
1.46
2.20
4.00
4.10
4.88
10.00

12

3.13

Pi tching

G
Dave String
Dave Draper
Al Morton
Stan Edge
St~vc Hargest
Mike Pull ing
Pete MacLauchlin
Bill Larsen

IP

1
1
33
6
37
10
61 1/3
10
54
10
26 1/ 3
7
11 . 31 1/3
9
3

H

ER

2

17
10

1
7
8
43
24
24
30
14

28
57
43
18
39
4

0
4
5
6
4
1
0
0

88

151

222

20

1
23
26
39
60
29
21
8

0
4
6
15
24

207

12

31

'

. 1

2
l
4
l

~ -

TEAM

32

253

Key : (Batting) G-games played, AB- time -at-bat, R-:-runs scored,
2B-doublcs, 3B- triples, HR-home runs, RBl:-runs-~atted-tn, S B-s to~cn
bases, BB-bases on balls, SO-strikeouts, HP-l11 t by pitcher, Avg.-Battlng
Average.
(Pitching) G- games pitched, H-hits all?wed, R-runs allowed, E R-earn~d
run s allowed, BB-bases on balls, SO-strikeouts, W- won, L-lost, WP-wild
pitches HB-hit batsmen, Bk- Balks, ERA-earned ru n average.
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Aer1••
ll•E
To the best of the FuTUre staff's
ability, Action Line wilt cut red tape
to get answers, solve problems,
provide a public voice for readers. Dial
275-2601 day or night and ask for an
editor or write Action Line, FuTUre,
Box 25,000, Orlando, Fl 32816.

A reader asks why can't
women's locker rooms be kept
open the same hours as the
men's; why is there no scale in
the women's locker; can PE
dome and locker room hours be
posted and can a gym mat be ·
placed in the room for exercises.

.~ncm()u11f.
Robert Patterson, equipment
manager for the physical
education department assured
the FuTUre that hours for the
women's locker room wil1 be
posted on the poll design_ating
the roorri. Security presently
closes the locker between 9 and
11 ·p.m., the same time · as the
men's.
·
The weight scale in the meri's
locker room was purchased by
the FTU wrestling team. Before
a scale or a gym mat can be
added to the women's locker,
funds will first have to be found
to pay for it. Patterson indicated
that he would take these
recommendations to Mr. John
Powell, Director of Atheltics.
The PE dome, which is
primarily for class use, will be
opened by Patterson to persons
wishing to use it while there are
no classes, providing the "buddy
system" is used. The buddy
system is to insure the safety of
users of the dome in case of
accident.

SCSBP Meeting
Propos.e d Soon
The State Council of Student
Body Presidents (SCSBP) may
hold an "emergency meeting" to
discuss the organization's plans
for dealing with companion
Senate - House bills to place
students on the Board of
Regents.
The Senate version, (SB 429)
authored by Senator Jack
Gordon (D-Miami Beach) was
passed out of the Senate
Education Committee after
having been amended to provide
for only two student members

Bartending Class
Cancelled By VC
The Bartending Class that .was
scheduled to begin April 29 has
been cancelled.
The VilJage center (VC) had to
cancel the program due to
conflicts with administration
policy.
The VC is hoping to offer the
course in the fall. They must
make arrangements with the
Conti"nuing Education
Department because the course
can not be offered on campus,
· due to university polir.y.

COUNSELOR WORKSHOP
The third annual Community
College Counselor's Workshop, to
make the counselors aware of
FTU offerings, is scheduled for
May 2, by Coordinator of School
and Community Relations Frank

1

call 647-0660

rather than the three originally
included in the bill.
The senators seemed
unanimously disinterested in a
SCSBP recommendation that the
student - regents be nominated
by the council.
Bill Davis, Executive
Secretary of the SCSBP, said the
number of student - regents is
largely irrelevant, · so long as
there is at least one who is truly
representat;ve, si-nce the
important part is having access
to records in the Chancellor's
office. He indicated the council
may settle for an elected,
ex-officio member ..o

Address - 357 Knowles Ave., Winter Park across from St.
Margaret-Mary Church.

HAVE AGOOD MEAL
AT

1/dJa . ~

(formerly The Stone)
Relax in ~ quiet atmosphere and enjoy
the best in Italian-American c~isine.
Have a beer on us!

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
The Student Accounting
Society -r ecently heard guest
speaker Don Scarlett discuss the
Certified Public Assistant's (CPA)
role in tax advisement, estate
probation, and the importance of
the CPA in closing real estate
transactions.
A party is being planned for
the near future to be held in the
clubhouse . of the Sheoah
Condominiums.
The society meets every first
and third Thursday at noon in
GCB216.

-

featuring -

Spaghetti, Lasagna, Chicken Caccitore,
Ualian&Sicilian PIZZA, Subs
FOR TAKE OUT ORDERS CALL: 273-9823
· Jlam-11pm; Mon:-Sat.
YOU

~ow

HAVE A BETTER ALTERNATIVE

FTU DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC AND STUDENT GOVERNMENT

SDX CONVENTION
Three FTU students were
present at the unveiling of a·
commemorative plaque for the
University of Alabama (U A) on
April 19. The plaque honOJ:ed the
}ate Supreme Court Justice Hugo
Black. a UA law school graduate.
The unveiling ceremonies were
held in conjunction with a
Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi,
convention held at UA in
Tuscaloosa. FTU representatives
were: David Waterman, Heather
Henry and Mary Anna Jackson,
chapter advisor and FTU
graduate.
Also on the agenda for
convention goers was an awards
banquet, with keynote speaker
John Coehran, NBC news
Pentagon correspondent.

La Amistad a half-way house for emotionally disturbed
adolescents needs volunter help to work on committees
for a Bake Sale (April 26) and Old Fashioned Ice Cream
Social and Auction (May 11).

announce the

SECOND ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

May 1-3, 1974 .

featuring

THE FLORIDA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, Pavle Despalj, Musical Director
with

FTU Music Faculty Soloists: Dr. Gary Wolf, piano

May 2

Sabina Micarelli, violin

May 3

Bondurant.·

Twenty-four college
counselors were invited,
including those from Daytona,
Sanford, Valencia, Ocala,
Titusville and Miami.

SCHEDULE:

FASHION SHOW
The Village Center will
sponsor a fashion show May 1 at
11 a.m. on the VC Patio.
Robinson's Department Store
(of Orlando Fashion Square) will
supply the fashions. Both men's
and womens clothing will be
displayed.

CORRECTION
An article on page 8 of the·
April 19th edition of the
FuTUre requires correction.
The article. entitled "Student
Plays Offered ," erronously states
the admission to three student
plays is free to FTU students.
Actually there is a fifty ' cent
admission fee for all studentsand guests.

May I , 1974

I P.M.
3P.M:
8:30 P.M.

FTU BASICALLY BAROQUE - Lecture/Demonstration
FTU Outstanding Music Students Recital
FTU University Choir, Chamber Singers>a,nd Concert Band

May 2 . 1974

10:00 A.M.
8:30 P.M.

Open rehearsal~ Florida Symphony - Dr. Wolf, soloist
Concert

May 3 1974

10:00 A.M.
8:30 P.M .

Open rehearsal - Florida Symphony - Sabina Micarelli soloi t
Concert

FTU Faculty. Students and Staff admitted free. All events will be held in the Village Center Assembly
Room.

•

